“The counselors at Art of Living are
world-class, speaking into the stories
and lives of others in a way I’ve never
experienced before. Very transformative
and healing. “
~Kathryn

STORY GROUP WORKSHOP
The Art of Living Counseling Center
900 Pyott Road, Suite 102 Crystal Lake, Illinois 60014
815.444.9076

artoflivingcounseling.com

Topics Covered:
• Why Story? A Framework for
Understanding your Past, Present and
Future
• How Story Works
• How to write a story and hold others
stories well
• When wholeness is shattered through
abandonment, betrayal and shame.
• Styles of attachment
• Evils presence in your story
• How you invite and participate in
reenactment of your core wounds.
• How to grieve your story
• Journey towards wholeness
This 12 week workshop will include
teaching, group discussion and story
processing.

Your Story Matters

Often when we experience difficult moments in life we lack healthy avenues to express and process the experience.
We might not have language for the powerful feelings that arise or we might feel too ashamed to even talk about the
experience or maybe we did not trust the people in our life to hold our stories well. Whatever the reason, these
experiences remain hidden in the shadows of our heart. Hidden, but not silent. The hidden experiences of our heart
often wield unrecognized power over us and create structures of shame and self contempt in our lives. These places
of shame are painful and so we create defenses around them to protect ourselves; unfortunately, these defenses
further bind us.
When we courageously choose to lower our defenses and allow access into the hidden places in our hearts; change
becomes possible. Telling our stories to one another in a supportive environment brings us into contact with our
unprocessed emotions. It is at this point we can finally grieve and honor our experiences.
Telling our stories also offers us a way to see ourselves more clearly. With this increased clarity we are able to
understand what has gotten in the way of our ability to give and receive love. As we do the hard work of
reconnecting with the hidden parts of ourselves we gain a greater capacity to participate in and create more life
giving relationships. Seeing ourselves from this new perspective also helps us identify and live out our calling.
This is what we offer in our story groups!

To be put on waiting list for next Story Group Workshop, Please sign up here:
Story Group Workshop

